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Abstract. Aimed to solve the false detection problem of video advertising detection
because of low frequency in shot cut, the video advertising detection method based on the
particle swarm optimization algorithm and text detection is introduced after analyzing
and studying the feature of video advertising. Firstly, the video advertising detection
based on the particle swarm optimization algorithm and neural network algorithm can be
realized according to the shot cut rate. Secondly, the video advertising of the non-video
advertising in the first test result can be acquired by using the text detection method. At
last, the sum of the two parts video advertising detection results is the number of the
video advertising in this video. Compared to the method only using the particle swarm
optimization optimized neural network algorithm (PNN) the accuracy of video advertising
detection based on the PNN algorithm and the text detection algorithm has improved. The
experimental results show that the precision and recall are improved, and the method of
video advertising detection can realize the accuracy detection
Keywords: Video advertising detection; PSO algorithm; Neural networks

1. Introduction. With the development of multimedia technology, digital television and
the Internet, the number and type distribution of video information continues to rapidly
grow and expand. Among so much multimedia information, for example, the text, graphics, images, sound, video, animation, video information with vividness and intuition is
highly favored which creates a huge number of video files. These videos have great
amounts of data and information content and how to effectively store, sort, retrieve,
and use them becomes an important and urgent issue.
At present, a variety of video ad resists in network or television that has a great impact
on society. The video advertising detection is very important to strengthen advertising
management and review. It also can reduce and eradicate illegal advertising in order to
monitor advertising programs; we firstly should distinguish between TV programs and
commercials. In order to successfully detect video advertising, we need to extract the
unique feature of most advertising video because it changes fast and its characteristics is
very complex. So, how to select the features of video advertising is essential. Generally
the shot effect of video advertising relative to other programs is quite lively, dynamic and
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it also has fast scene switch. So it can easily attract audiences. The advertising detection
can be completed by taking the feature of high shot cut frequency. Literature [2] has
proposed a novel feature representation method, which formed a new feature space, and
trained SVM in this space to recognize the text; literature [3] combined fuzzy clustering
with characteristics of camera motion, shot detection base on fuzzy clustering is reported
in the paper. The algorithm needs not select threshold and reduces the impact of flash,
subtitles and advertising on shot detection effectively. However, due to the complexity of
the video itself, there are still missed and false detections in this algorithm and research is
further needed. In literature [4], a slope-based detecting method of gradual change shot
is presented. Literature [5] mainly studies an automatic seed algorithm, and applies it
to iterative graph cut algorithm, finally completes text segmentation. Combining the research results, text detection method [6] can be used to detect advertising information to
improve the precision of detection. According to the different feature of the video advertising, the different methods can be used to detect the video advertising by classification.
The video shots segmentation methods can be used for those video advertising with high
switching frequency. Text detection methods can be used for those video advertising with
low switching frequency and commercial showing.
Aim at the accurate detection requirements of the video advertising, on the basis of
original scholars research, the new method of the video advertising detection based on
the particle swarm optimization algorithm and the neural network algorithm combining
text detection is introduced in this paper, in order to improve the accuracy and recall of
video advertising detection.
2. Neural network and Particle Swarm algorithm.
2.1. Neural network algorithm. The Neural networks (NN) algorithm is an important
branch of artificial intelligence, which is formed by the large number of neuron connection
to simulate the behavior of complex network system of the human brain.
Feed forward network is also known as forward network, which is characterized in that
the neurons are connected to each other, and there is no feedback between the two layers.
Each neural network can receive multiple inputs from the previous layer, and generate
an output that is passed to the next layer of individual neurons, and the information
from the input layer begins to move forward sequentially. The feed forward network can
include many layers, but we have proved that three layer feed forward network is sufficient
to meet requirements for solving the problem The feed forward network is composed of
three layers, which are input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
One of the classifiers used in this paper is the typical feed forward network, the back
propagation network (BP network), and the topology of the network is shown in Figure
1.




Figure 1. The structure figure of BP neural network
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The excellent information processing ability of the neural network is from the connection
weights between the neurons in the network. To simulate the human brain’s information
processing ability, we must make the neural network with learning function. The essence
of learning is to adjust the weights of the connections between the neurons, so how to
adjust the weights of the connections constitute the learning algorithm of the neural
network.
Among the most typical forward networks, the BP neural network is the most typical
one. BP network introduces the least squares learning algorithm. In the learning process,
the output error of the network and the expected output s while, it obtain the minimal
value of mean-square error between the actual output and the expected output of the
network as spreading as correcting the connection strength (weighted coefficient). The
learning process can be divided into two parts: forward network calculation and backward error propagationtwo parts of connection weight coefficient. These two parts are
continuous and repeat until the error meets the requirements.
2.2. Particle swarm optimization algorithm. Particle swarm optimization [2] (PSO)
is an optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence theory proposed by J.Kennedy
and R.C.Eberhart in 1995. This based on the simulation of the migration and aggregation
of birds to forage. The algorithm has the characteristics of fast convergence speed, easy
to implement and the less adjustment of the parameters which is a new research hotspot
in the field of intelligent optimization and evolutionary computation.
The basic idea of PSO is that the potential solution of each optimization problem is
to search the particles of space, and all particles have a fitness function to determine the
fitness value, and each particle also has a velocity vector to determine the direction and
distance of particle flight, and then the particles will follow the current best particles
in the solution space to search. In PSO, each particle also the solution of optimization
problem is considered as a point in the search space. All particles have a property representing the position of the current in the solution space Xi = {xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xim }; each
particle also has the speed to determine the direction and distance of their movement
Vi = {vi1 , vi2 , · · · , vim }t. In the solution space, the information of the particles is shared
by the current best particles. First, the particle swarm is initialized to a group of random
particles (random solution), then the optimal solution is obtained by iteration. In each
round of iteration, the particles will follow the two extremes, one for the particle itself to
find the optimal solution pbest , and the other for the whole population to find the optimal
solution gbest .
The mathematical description is introduced in a D dimension search space The position of the i particles is xi = {xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xiD }T , the speed is vi = {vi1 , vi2 , · · · , viD }T .
Its individual extreme value is pi = {pi1 , pi2 , · · · , piD }T ; the global extreme value of the
population is pg = {pg1 , pg2 , · · · , pgD }T . According to the principle of following the current optimal particle, the particle xi will update its position and speed by the following
formulas.
vid (t + 1) = ωvid (t) + c1 r1 [pid (t) − xid (t)] + c2 r2 [pg (t) − xid (t)]

(1)

xid (t + 1) = xid (t) + vid (t + 1)
(2)
Among them, i = 1, 2, · · · , m, d = 1, 2, · · · , D, m is for the population size, t is for the
current evolutionary algebra, r1 and r2 are for the uniform distribution of the [0, 1], c1
and c2 are for the learning factor (non negative constant), usually the value is 2. xid (t) is
the current position of the i particles. pid is the best position to search the entire particle
swarm optimization. pgd is the optimal location of the whole particle swarm search. vid (t)
is the current speed of the particles. ω is for the inertia weight. The influence of the
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particle velocity on the current generation is described, which makes the particles keep
moving inertia and the trend of expanding the search space. The speed at each one of
the particles is limited to a maximum speed vmax . If the speed updated of each dimension
exceeds the user’s setting vmax , the speed limit is defined as vmax .
3. Shot segmentation. In general, the video can be used to frame (Frame), the shot
(Shot), the scene (Scene) and the (Program), etc. The frame is the smallest unit of the
video, where the key frame contains important information, the key frame extraction is
the research hotspot; the camera is composed of continuous video frames, which describe a
series of events or a series of continuous movements. As a whole, the video can be seen as
the 3D space, the horizontal and vertical direction of the video image is two dimensional,
and the third is the axis of time, and the content of the video image changes with the
time axis. Video shot boundary detection is to segment the video from the time axis into
some continuous video shots. Video shot boundary detection method is mainly in order
to find location of the interrupt on the video content t.
The N number of frame in the time axis of the video stream is extracted t is the number
of some frame on the edge of a candidate shot boundary. Take t as the center and select
a window which size is 2 × d. Each frame in the window is a node. Connecting any two
points can be constructed with the right map.
Connecting the weights wij of the edges of any two points reflects the similarity of the
two frame images, and the similarity between the two images is larger, and the possibility
that the two images belongs to the same camera is larger. When the distance between
the two frame images is very large, they are less likely to belong to the same camera. The
weight wij between any two frames i, j in the video is defined as the equation (3), Hki
represents the color number of the level k of the color histogram of the HSV model of the
frame i.
(
−ki−jk2
X
j
σ2
i
e
if |i − j| ≤ d
wij =
min(Hk , Hk )
(3)
0
otherwise
k
The minimum and maximum classification discriminate function can be obtained by
the following methods. If E represents the d frame before t and F represents the d frame
after t, then the correlation between E and F as the equation (4), which is defined as
inter class distance, the internal correlation definition of the E as the equation (5), that
is, within the range of categories.
X
cut(E, F ) =
wij
(4)
i∈E,j∈F
X
assoc(E) =
wij
(5)
i,j∈E

From the perspective of video segmentation, when the distance between the two classes
is larger, the distance inner the two classes is smaller, the more likely the E and F two
parts can be switched between the two parts. Therefore, the minimum and maximum
classification discriminated function is defined as follows the equation (6).
cut(E, F ) cut(E, F )
+
(6)
assoc(E)
assoc(F )
According to minimum and maximum classification discriminated function, the value of
the N − 1 possible cut point can be calculated, such as the equation (7), so as to construct
characteristic curve of video stream.
M cut(E, F ) =

score(t) = M cut({t − d + 1, · · · , t} , {t + 1, · · · , t + d})
4. Shot boundary detection.

(7)
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4.1. Cut boundary detection. The shear shot is also known as cut. This means that
a shot directly switches to the next shot, and there is no delay in the middle. Cut
shot only occurs between two adjacent frames and there is a significant change in the
video stream continuous signal curve. A continuous signal of video stream containing a
shear shot boundary is constructed according to the equation (11). Hypothetically, the
wave trough of the curve shape of shot boundary is regular and symmetry. Sheer shot
boundary detection can be completed by identification the shape of the wave trough.
Firstly trough region extraction is through threshold. Then the characteristics of wave
trough are extracted to judge whether it is a symmetrical trough shape.
The boundary detection algorithm for shear shot is shown as follows:
Step1: The continuous signal of video stream is constructed by using graph partitioning
model. Take the image frame of the video as the point of graph partitioning model.
Connect arbitrary two points to construct the graph partitioning model.
Step2: Calculate the weight value. The weights of the edges of the two frames are
calculated by the equation (3).
Step3: Calculate the N − 1 possible cut-off value According to the equation (6) and
equation (7), calculate the N − 1 possible cut-off value, and constructs the continuous
signal of the video stream.
Step4: Identify the candidate regions and extract their features. First, candidate region
is extracted by using the threshold method, this paper adopts the th=0.7 threshold, the
value is less than the threshold value of the wave is extracted; then, find the minimum
value St of each candidate region, in order to show the minimum value as the center to
construct the feature vector Btε of each wave trough as shown in the equation (8). Because
when a shear occurs between the t frame and the t + 1 one, the D frame before the t frame
and the D frame the after one is affected, so r = d = 4 is taken.
Btε = (St−r , St−r+1 , · · · , St+r )

(8)

Step5: Using the particle swarm optimization algorithm and the neural network algorithm to realize the classification
The shear shots are classified based on the particle swarm optimization algorithm and
the neural network algorithm according to the acquired feature Btε value.
4.2. Gradient shot boundary detection with monochrome frame. The gradual
transition process can occur in multiple video frames, and the change of the adjacent two
frames is not obvious. This has brought a great difficulty to the detection of the boundary
of the gradient shot. Gradual shot change containing monochrome frame includes: rinse
out, fade in and monochrome frame containing a special camera. In the process of dredging
on a fade, the shot gradually disappeared and the emergence of a series of monochrome
frames, then the next shot appeared.
A picture with a monochrome frame is changed from one part to a monochrome frame,
and then a part of the frame is replaced by the next shot. Literature [9] detects fade
out and fade in and monochrome frames containing special shot boundary. But it is not
necessary that shot cut happens when monochrome frames emerge in the video.
So this paper first uses image segmentation model to construct characteristic curve,
and then extracts fade out and fade in and the candidate region containing monochrome
frame shot dash switching through the threshold, when monochrome frame takes place in
the video and they all have shot switch, video signal curve does not have obvious trough
shape. So this method can remove the area of monochrome frame in the video without
occurring shot switching and narrows the search range, finally determines the candidate
region by using monochromatic frame feature.
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A gradient shot boundary detection algorithm with a monochrome frame is as follows:
Step1: The continuous signal of video stream is constructed by using graph partitioning
model. Take the image frame of the video as the point of graph partitioning model.
Connect arbitrary two points to construct the graph partitioning model.
Step2: Calculate the weight value. The weights of the edges of the two frames are
calculated by the equation (7).
Step3: Calculate the N − 1 possible cut-off value According to the equation (10) and
equation (11), calculate the N − 1 possible cut-off value, and constructs the continuous
signal of the video stream.
Step4: Identify the candidate regions and extract their features. Candidate region is
extracted by using the threshold method, this paper adopts the th=0.8 threshold, the
value is less than the threshold value of the wave is extracted; the key of pre-detection
step is to ensure high recall of detection result. So it is necessary to set a higher threshold
algorithm, and to remove the shot shear area.
Step5: Monochrome frame detection
Calculate the color histogram of the RGB of each candidate region, namely R, G, B
three color histogram, set the number of points in the three histogram is greater than 192
sum or the points number less than 64 sum, if sum is greater than the threshold, then the
frame is a monochrome frame. The candidate region containing the monochrome frame
sentenced to fade or change shot containing monochromatic frame boundary.
4.3. Detection of gradient shot boundary detection without monochromatic
frame. It is difficult to detect the change of the gradient shot with no monochromatic
frame because of the large number of signal characteristics, which has no obvious signal
characteristics. Some of the process of gradual shot change without monochromatic frame
can even occur in nearly more than 60 video frames, which is reflected in the video
signal on the characteristics of continuous wave trough is very weak. According to the
characteristics of different shot switching process without monochrome frame, the feature
extraction can be realized by taking the method of multiresolution analysis.
When the process of the gradient shots without a monochrome frame switch is long,
this signal is not easy to detect in high resolution, but it is easy to be detected in the
low resolution, so it can be used for the analysis of the low resolution of the gradient shot
with no color frame.
The gradient shot boundary detection algorithm, which does not contain a monochrome
frame, is as follows:
Step1: The continuous signal of video stream is constructed by using graph partitioning
model. Take the image frame of the video as the point of graph partitioning model.
Connect arbitrary two points to construct the graph partitioning model.
Step2: Calculate the weight value. The weights of the edges of the two frames are
calculated by the equation (3). Then N − 1 possible cut-off value calculation. According
to the equation (6) and equation (7) calculate the N − 1 possible cut-off value, and
constructs the continuous signal of the video stream.
Step3: Identify the candidate regions and extract their features. First, candidate region
is extracted by using the threshold method, this paper adopts the th=0.8 threshold, the
value is less than the threshold value of the wave is extracted:

Sbegin ≈ Send = max {Sbegin , Sbegin+1 , · · · , Send }
(9)
Sbegin ≤ TGT
St = min {Sbegin , Sbegin+1 , · · · , Send }

(10)
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Then, find the minimum value St of each candidate region, take the minimum value
as the center to construct the feature vector Btε of each trough, here σ were taken1, 3,
5, namely to extract the feature vector of one candidate region in 3 resolution as shown,
here r = 10

Btδ = St−r×δ , St−(r−1)×δ , St , · · · , St+r×δ
(11)
Step4: Neural network integration based on particle swarm optimization is used for
classification.
Firstly, the training of neural network integration. Using a trough feature Btδ extracted
from different resolution, respectively to train neural network ensemble fewer than three
kinds of resolution particle swarm optimization. Secondly, the test of the neural network
integration. If there is an output for the output of the three neural network integration,
the candidate region is the gradient shot boundary.
4.4. Text detection. Video text for image content description provides a lot of semantic
information, and compared with other semantic content, it is easier to extract, therefore,
the research of video text extraction is widely used in advertising automatic statistics,
news automatic monitoring and video database indexing. A lot of text detection method
is used. The following describes a method based on the maximum gradient difference
method [11] (Maximum Gradient Difference, MGD) video text detection process.
Step1: Using the template [−1, 1] to move on the original image P (top and bottom of
the two rows, as well as the left and the right of the two columns are not processed), then
achieve the gradient image Tx in horizontal direction of the image. In the same way, use
the template [−1, 1]T to obtain the vertical direction of the image gradient Ty .
Step2: For horizontal directional gradient image Tx , the M GD value of the center pixel
is calculated in the direction of the window in the 1×n window. The selection n is related
to the size of the text to be detected, usually slightly larger than the stroke width of the
character, and then set a threshold value M GD thd that will be lower than the value
M GD of the threshold value M GD thd to zero, thereby getting the horizontal direction
M GD of the image Mx .
Step3: For the vertical direction of the gradient image Ty , the M GD value of the pixel
is calculated in the column direction, so as to get the vertical direction of the image My .
Step4: For Mx and My all the pixels which M GD value greater than zero are evaluated
255 (white), the other pixels assigned to 0 (black). At last, we can acquire the image Q.
4.5. Video advertising detection system design. The characteristics of video advertising are complex and multiple. Only we extract the unique features of most of the
advertisement detection, detection of video advertising can be realized through the analysis, the shot with high switching frequency is advertising, and switching low rate is defined
as non advertising. Undetected may exists at that certain extent. Therefore, to the video
advertising with low rate shot switch, we detect trademark information of advertising by
the text detection. In order to improve the detection precision and recall of video advertising, this paper designs a detection system based on video advertising particle swarm
optimization neural network and the combination of text detection, and use the method of
text detection in trademark text detection to process the advertising which is undetected
by shot switch method. That further improves the detection accuracy. The specific flow
chart is shown in Figure 2.
The video advertising detection system mainly includes two parts: first in shot cut
detection, the HSV color histogram is used to construct the video image content. Then,
according to the feature of the image segmentation model, we construct the video continuous signal and use the threshold method to extract the candidate region. Finally,
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Figure 2. The flow chart of video advertising inspection system
according to the characteristics of the algorithm, the algorithm is realized by using the
algorithm of the particle swarm optimization algorithm. Finally, we use the algorithm of
particle swarm optimization. The algorithm realizes the decision of the shot boundary
region of the candidate region. Finally, according to the characteristics of each shot, the
shot boundary region is extracted. Through the use of the shot switch detection, we can
obtain the shot switch frequency, high shot switch frequency is advertising and low one is
non advertising. We first use maximum gradient difference method to do text detection
for non advertising. Then we locate the text and mark it in the original image and the
decision on advertising or non-advertising will be achieved. This system uses shot cut
detection to achieve the frequency of shots and use text detection to obtain trademark
information of the advertising. The combination of the two methods achieves accurate
detection of advertising. The video segment of the shot switch frequency or the trademark
information of the advertising meeting the conditions of the video will be determined advertising otherwise, it will be non advertising. Finally the results of the detection of video
advertising are output.
Two performance metrics are usually adopted for video advertising detection: precision
and recall. Precision is used to measure the ability of eliminating independent video
advertising of the detection system; recall is used to measure the ability to retrieve relevant
video advertising of the detection system. The definitions of these two indicators are as
follows:
NC
precision(%) =
× 100%
NC + NF
NC
recall(%) =
× 100%
NC + NM
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In the formula, NC (correct, detection) is the advertising frames correctly picked out, NM
(missed, detection) is the missing detection of advertising frames, NF (false, alarm) is non
advertising which is false detection as advertising.
5. Experiment. In order to verify the correctness of the proposed method for the detection of video advertising, 60 segment TV stations in China are selected as the test
sample to test the method. The video advertising, which have more gradual change shots
from the CCTV and Shandong satellite TV, mainly include the football match gap sports
advertising and entertainment program gap of the life supplies advertising. The sample
consists of 36 segment video advertising and 24 segment non advertising programs. Each
program clip length is different, but all in the 300 frames and the frame rate is 20 frames
every second. In the process of testing, the test sample is divided into two groups with a
small group and a big one for advertising detection which is used to verify the detection
accuracy of the algorithm is affected by the sample or not. In group 1, the test swatch is
made up of the 12 segment video advertising and 8 segment non advertising programs, the
total frame of advertising and non advertising in the group is 12856; In group 2, the test
swatch is made up of the remaining 24 video advertising and 16 non advertising programs,
the total frame of advertising and non advertising in the group is 21768.
In order to compare the video advertising detection method adopted in this paper with
only adopting the particle swarm optimization and the neural network algorithm, the two
kinds of test methods are all used in the experiment. The test results are shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Test results
Advertising detection method
Group1
Group2

PNN algorithm
Algorithm in this paper
PNN algorithm
Algorithm in this paper

Video
precision% Recall %
advertising(frame)
78.4
89.5
4286
81.7
91.8
77.8
87.3
10534
80.9
90.4

In the first groups of test samples, when only using the particle swarm optimization
neural network algorithm, the precision and recall of the video advertising detection are
78.4% and 89.5%, but the precision and recall of the video advertising detection which
adopted the detection algorithm in this paper are 81.7% and 91.8%. In the second groups
of test samples, when only using the particle swarm optimization neural network algorithm, the precision and recall of the video advertising detection are 77.8% and 87.3%,
but the precision and recall of the video advertising detection which adopted the detection
algorithm in this paper are 80.9% and 90.4%.
The test results show that, compared with detection neural network of particle swarm
optimization algorithm of video advertising, using this algorithm in this paper, the precision and recall of advertising detection have been improved to a certain extent. But with
the increase of the number of samples, using two kinds of algorithm for video advertisement detection, its precision and recall are reduced. After further experiments showed
that the increase of gradient shots without obvious characteristics, the precision and recall of advertisement detection will be reduced accordingly. Therefore, the research on
gradual shot detection without obvious feature will help to further improve the accuracy
of detection of video advertising.
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6. Conclusions. This paper proposes a method of video advertising detection based
on the combination of particle swarm optimization neural network algorithm and text
detection. On the basis of video shot cut detection, further detection of missing video
advertising is detected by text detection, which improves the detection accuracy of video
advertising.
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